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What makes a district map fair?

The mathematical community has offered various quantitative measures and 
approaches to attempt to classify the “fairness” of any district map:

•Efficiency gap (based on party of voters)

•Compactness (based on geometry of districts)

•Algorithms to generate new maps

•Simulations of elections
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What is compactness?

•Quantitative measures of geometric properties of a district’s shape

•Want to measure closeness of towns and people to each other

•Preserve existing political communities of interest

•Logistical considerations such as proximity to polling locations

• “Odd shapes” may be evidence of partisan or racial gerrymanders



Properties of compactness tests

It is important that compactness tests share properties for comparison:

•Compactness “scores” are always between 0 and 1

•Closer to 0 = less compact, closer to 1 = more compact

• “Invariant under scaling” – units such as miles or kilometers not relevant

(tests will be ratios and units will cancel out)

• “Invariant under rotations” – orientation of district not relevant

(you can rotate it as much as you want and no math should change)



Example of terms

In the grid at right:

•Black = district borders

•Green = smallest square that fully 
contains the district

•Blue = largest square fully contained 
within the district

•Red = “Convex hull” (rubber band 
around district)



Polsby-Popper Test (1991)

1) Find the area of the district.

2) Find the perimeter of the district.

3) Find the area of a square whose perimeter is equal to (2).

4) Polsby Popper score = (1) / (3)
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Reock Test (1961)

1) Find the area of the district.

2) Find the area of the smallest square that fully contains the district.

3) Reock score = (1) / (2)



Ehrenburg Test (1892)

1) Find the area of the district.

2) Find the area of the largest square that is fully contained within the district.

3) Ehrenburg score = (2) / (1)



Convex Hull Area Ratio

1) Find the area of the district.

2) Find the area of the convex hull of the district.

Convex hull is the result if a rubber band was stretched around the district.

Do not count area that is part of another state or in water.

3) Convex Hull Area Ratio = (1) / (2)



Population Polygon Ratio

1) Find the population of the district.

2) Find the population of the smallest rectangle fully containing the district.

Do not count people that are part of another state.

3) Population Polygon Ratio = (1) / (2)



Check Answers

D#
Polsby-
Popper

Reock Ehrenburg
Convex Hull 

Area
Population 

Polygon
C/M Path 

Test

1 .28 .24 .08 .63 .50

2 .36 .36 .11 .58 .44

3 .89 .50 .50 1.00 1.00

4 .31 .17 .09 .61 .42

5 .40 .40 .40 .63 .50



Chambers and Miller Path Test (2010)

1) Determine how many possible different pairs of voters are in the district.

2) For each pair, determine if the shortest path between them (line connecting 
the centers of the boxes) is fully contained in the district.

3) Count how many shortest paths are fully contained in the district.

It’s usually faster to count how many paths are not fully contained in the 
district and subtract from the total number of pairs in (1).

4) Chambers and Miller Path Test = (3) / (1)
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Chambers and Miller Path Test (2010)

1) Determine how many possible different pairs of voters are in the district.

Suppose you have 12 blocks (people). How many different pairs of blocks 
(people) exist?

11 + 10 + 9 + … + 2 + 1 = 66 different pairs

OR

12 (11) / 2 = 66 different pairs



Triangular Numbers

The sum of the first 𝑛 natural numbers = 
𝑛 𝑛+1

2

1 1 + 2 1 + 2 + 3 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5



Triangular Numbers

The sum of the first 𝑛 natural numbers = 
𝑛 𝑛+1

2

1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 = 5 (6) / 2



Chambers and Miller Path Test (2010)

2) For each pair, determine if the shortest path between them (line connecting 
the centers of the boxes) is fully contained in the district.

9 boxes  36 pairs



Chambers and Miller Path Test (2010)

2) For each pair, determine if the shortest path between them (line connecting 
the centers of the boxes) is fully contained in the district.

9 boxes  36 pairs

# of pairs that leave district:

4 + 4 + 4 + 3 + 1 + 1 = 17

3) (36 – 17) = 19 pairs fully inside district

4) CM Path Test = 19 / 36 = 0.53



Check Answers

D#
Polsby-
Popper

Reock Ehrenburg
Convex Hull 

Area
Population 

Polygon
C/M Path 

Test

1 .28 .24 .08 .63 .50 .41

2 .36 .36 .11 .58 .44 .53

3 .89 .50 .50 1.00 1.00 1.00

4 .31 .17 .09 .61 .42 .44

5 .40 .40 .40 .63 .50 .64



Compactness concerns

•Natural boundaries (other states, water, mountains, etc.)

• Ignores demographics

•Map resolution! (Jaggedness increases as you zoom in)
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Compactness Criteria

•No number threshold for “compact” – tests should be used for comparison

•Compactness should apply to an entire districting plan, not just one district

•Comparisons should be made between districts and plans within states, but 
not across plans of different states

•Compactness tests should measure the shape, not the size of the district

•Multiple compactness tests should be used whenever possible

•Compactness tests should not be the sole factor used to judge district plans



Main Question

To what extent can or should we use the shapes of districts to 
determine a potential gerrymander?

In other words, can we use these compactness tests 
responsibly and fairly?


